[Segmental flexibility of single-, double-, and triple-stranded polyribonucleotides from the data of spin label method. Formation of the triple-stranded poly(A.A.U) polynucleotide helix].
Segmental mobility dynamic peculiarities of poly(U), poly(A) and poly(C) synthetic polymers and their complexes were investigated by spin-label method. Imidazolide spin-label was introduced into 2'-oxi-groups of polymer ribose in correlation: one spin-label on 18-20 bases. Formation of complexes was observed by ESR spectra at two pH: 4.2 and 7.2. Segmental mobility of only single strand spin-labelled polymer segment and in the complex was evaluated by measuring rotational correlation time (tau) determined by dependence of distances between outer wide extrema in ESR spectra from solvent viscosity at different temperatures. It turned out that correlation time tau of single strand structures in a high degree depend on pH and temperature. For three strand structures abrupt increase of tau because of appearance of rigidity was observed. It is possible to evaluate part of triple complexes poly(U.A.A) and poly(U.U.A) existing in dynamic equilibrium depending on pH and temperature by the form of outer wide extrema. Adding of dye to complex of poly(U).poly(A) causes an increase of rigidity of the supermolecular structure. Quantitative characteristics of formed complexes were obtained by simulation of ESR spectra on computer.